
“The Donor Conception Network 
is the longest established and most 

highly respected support group 
of its kind worldwide”

Comment by an anonymous reviewer on our grant application to Nuffield Foundation 
March 2012
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Aims and objectives
•  to enhance the well-being of donor conceived children by seeking to ensure that the  
  families they grow up in can address in an open and confident way the social and 
  emotional issues that donor conception raises 

• to promote social equality by championing openness, acceptance and understanding  
  of donor conception as a method of family building

Ethos, values and principles
•   membership self-help charitable network,  
   parent-led and child-centred

•   inclusive, non discriminatory and  
   non judgmental 

•   appropriate and proportionate help for  
   those with special needs 
 

Ambition  
•	 to be the leading source of knowledge and 
  support in relation to the social and  
  emotional issues faced by those  
  contemplating or undergoing donor  
  conception treatment and by donor  
  conception families in the UK and across  
  the world

 

Provision of service 
•	 to minimise isolation and to develop mutual  
  support by facilitating contact among those  
  affected by donor conception

•  to maintain and develop support resources in  
  a variety of media (print, film, online) both in  
  free access form and for sale

•  to maintain a website that is seen as a  
  leading source of up to date knowledge and  
  information about donor conception

•	 to offer a programme of professionally led  
  workshops to help intending and  
  actual parents 

As a publicly engaged organisation
•  to contribute to the social policy objective of  
  ensuring that donor conceived children are  
  told about their origins as early as possible  
  and in the best possible way

•  to contribute to the development of  
  knowledge by working with researchers 

•		 to be a worthy and responsible recipient  
  of grants from public and charitable sources

As a charitable business 
•  a not-for-profit operation to be run and  
  managed by a combination of trustees,  
  volunteers and paid staff, using our resources  
  efficiently and effectively to achieve maximum  
  impact with minimum resource

•  to solicit grants from wherever possible, but  
  to aim to be sustainably self-funding 

Our Aims
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As the Network’s 20th anniversary year 
approaches, our membership has grown 
substantially, and we have provided support 
to more people than ever before. Our 
website was updated to provide better 
information, and while the grant support 
for our workshop programme came to an 
end, we were able to continue providing 
workshops for intending and actual donor 
parents to help them address the social and 
emotional issues they face in a supportive 
setting. Our London conference in March 
saw record attendance and our publications 
remained in high demand, not just in the 
UK but across the world. 

We maintained our organisation on a sound 
footing financially and operationally.

We also received a very welcome grant 
from the Nuffield Foundation to develop 
our resources for donor conception families. 
We became well settled in our London 
office, with Nina Barnsley leading our team 
of part-time assistants and volunteers,  
while Olivia Montuschi stepped back to a 
part-time role as practice consultant.  

Donor conception remained much in the 
news and our views were regularly sought 
by media journalists. We responded to 
policy reviews by the HFEA on the payment 
of donors and by the Nuffield Council on 
Bioethics on the ethics of information 
disclosure in donor conception families.

Walter Merricks, Chair

A busy 19th year for the network

Our membership
DC Network’s membership has really grown over 
the years. Total membership was 1412 in 2010 but 
by the summer of 2012 there had been an increase 
of 10% to 1551 members. Numbers represent 
families (or prospective families) not individuals. 
Some people join for just a year as they contemplate 
donor conception, or when there is particular need, 
but many stay members for years. It was good to 
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see the number of counsellors and professionals 
working in the field growing. Hopefully we will be 
able to offer mutual support and a cross-fertilisation 
of skills, thoughts and experiences. Lesbian 
membership remains static and we plan to look at 
what we offer lesbian families to see if there is more 
we can do to encourage and retain members.

2012 - Total 1551

2010 - Total 1412



How do we help?
Some of what we offer is only available to members. However, the phone helpline, 
website and email enquiry service are open to anyone and we deal with hundreds 
of phone calls and thousands of emails over the year. Some of the calls are from 
members, some are not. Many people go on to join after speaking to us, but some get 
the information they need and we don’t hear from them again.
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Phone Calls
There were nearly 1,000 phone calls with 
membership queries or people needing information. 
These calls range from being fairly basic to being 
more involved. We received at least one long 
counselling call, often involving very complex 
emotions and issues, every week.

Emails
The office responded to over 5,600 emails. The vast 
majority were requests for basic information but 780 
were emails needing more complicated information 
and 156 emails needed very in-depth counselling 
advice and support on complex issues.

Leaflets
We sent out over 3,000 DCN leaflets to 
counsellors and clinics who requested them to 
give to their clients.



For the past 4 years we have had funding from the 
Department of Health supporting both our Preparation 
for Donor Conception Parenthood and our Telling and 
Talking workshops. Part of this funding ran out in 2011 
and the final part in 2012. 

As both types of workshop have been highly valued 
by those who have attended we were determined to 
continue, but this has meant significant changes in order 
to reduce costs whilst maintaining high standards. 

One of the first compromises we had to make was to 
limit running the workshops to London only for the time 
being where we know we can always fill places. Without 
the funding subsidy we needed to find a cheaper venue. 
Family Futures (a North London adoption support service 
that we have loose connections with), came to our 
rescue. We were able to temporarily rent their lovely 
space, but organising the catering proved a challenge. 
We also reduced fees paid to facilitators and speakers 
and are enormously grateful to them for their loyalty and 
commitment to the workshop programme. 

Despite making these huge reductions in costs we still 
had to increase prices, but managed to run five  
fully-booked Preparation for Parenthood workshops 
(one for single women and lesbians) and four Telling and 
Talking workshops (one for solo mums and lesbians). The 
transition from funded to self-funding has been a little 
rocky but we are committed to offering our workshops 
and will continue to find ways to make it work.

How do we help? Workshops

Preparation for Parenthood 
Workshop feedback

“...I am certain I would not 
feel so confident if I had 
not attended - it was very 
worthwhile. It was also so 
helpful to meet other people 
in the same/similar situation...”

Telling and Talking  
Workshop feedback

“...The workshop was 
excellent. The facilitators were 
skilled and supportive in every 
situation. The ways in which 
individuals were grouped in 
order to ‘maximise’ shared 
experience was extremely 
useful and informative. I 
was able to learn something 
from each topic covered. It 
was wonderful to have an 
opportunity to meet other 
people in similar situations 
with shared concerns. I hope 
to maintain contact with 
other participants and for 
my children to have the 
opportunity to meet and 
befriend other DC children....”
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Marion*
We received a call from Marion. After years of fertility 
treatment her clinic announced that she and her husband 
would need egg donation to create the family they 
longed for. She was in shock, unsure how to respond to 
the news. Assuming it would be a year or more before 
a donor was found she put herself on a waiting list and 
she and her husband booked a holiday to try to take their 
minds off things. 
 
The day they returned from holiday, just a few weeks after 
putting their names on the waiting list, the clinic called 
to say a donor had been found and would they like to 
proceed with treatment. They needed an answer within 
a week. In a panic Marion went straight to the internet 
and came across our web site. She called us, in tears, not 
knowing what to do and feeling absolutely alone with the 
decision. The issues seemed enormous and a week just 
didn’t seem long enough. She was, understandably, in 
great emotional distress.
 
We listened patiently to the story and offered both space 
to let feelings and issues come up, and also suggestions 
and guidance on facing the decision. After over an hour 
of conversation Marion was calm and positive about the 
next steps. She joined the Network and was able to make 
contact with others who had had egg donation treatment 
before. This helped her to focus on the issues and start 
to understand how she felt about her options. She was 
able to go back to the clinic with confidence, feeling the 
support of DC Network and our members behind her. The 
journey was only beginning but Marion told us that the 
phone call was a turning point for her and she’s not sure 
what she would have done without DCN.

Who do we help?

...She was able to go 

back to the clinic with 

confidence, feeling the 

support of DC Network 

and our members 

behind her....

* Names and some details have been changed for confidentiality
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Who do we help?

Andrew*
Andrew is a donor conceived adult in his late forties.  
He found out that his mother used a sperm donor to have 
him when he was in his teens and has always found it 
an issue. Andrew has had an isolated, troubled life and 
has always found his family generally difficult to deal 
with. He has also had problems coming to terms with his 
conception. There are other complicated issues in his life 
that make things very challenging for him, but his genetic 
roots have become more important to him and he is angry 
about having no information about his donor. 

He called DCN several times in a state of confusion and 
frustration. We were able to support him through several 
weeks of crisis, offering him a listening ear as well as 
details of other organisations that might be able to give 
more practical help. He really wanted to speak to other 
older donor conceived adults to see if what he was feeling 
was normal and to stop him feeling so alone, as he didn’t 
know anyone else in his situation. Through our network 
of friends we were able to find another DC adult in her 
fifties kind enough and willing to offer this. She came 
into the office and spoke to Andrew for an hour on the 
phone. When we spoke to him after the call he told us 
this had been incredibly valuable and thanked us for all 
our support over this difficult time.

* Names and some details have been changed for confidentiality
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...He really wanted to 

speak to other older 

donor conceived 

adults to see if what 

he was feeling was 

normal and to stop 

him feeling so alone...

The money raised through membership subscriptions 
and book orders enables us to run the office and offer 
phone and email support to couples and individuals 
when they need it. Often the people we speak to join 
the Network and then contribute themselves to the 
on-going work at DCN. But sometimes, as in the case of 
Andrew, we are just a much-needed, temporary advice 
and support line.
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DCN Events: Meeting up

Scotland
Jo and John Hill organised 2 events for Scottish 
members. Because of the distances that families 
have to travel they always offer crèche facilities. 
Most of DCN’s events are in the southern 
part of the UK, so we know our members in 
Scotland really appreciate these meetings.

West Midlands
Alison and Pete ran their last local group in 
the summer after many years of being the 
coordinators. With an older child they felt it 
was time to hand over and we are currently 
looking for someone to take that role.

Lots of DCN local groups held meetings throughout the year. Some were evening 
discussions, some were family events at parks and some groups organised summer 
picnics or Christmas socials. Our thanks, as ever, go to our wonderful volunteers who 
put so much effort into making these things happen.

Single Women
The single women had their annual picnic in 
Hyde Park which had a great turnout as usual. 
It’s always so lovely to see so many new babies! 
Single women are welcome at all the local 
groups, but we also have lots of groups around 
the UK just for single women to meet and  
get support.

Thames Valley, Hampshire and  
the South West
There were several adult evening meetings as 
well as summer picnics.

London
We had 13 meetings around London (North, 
West and South) including picnics and informal 
evening events.

Our children’s workshops for 8-12 yr olds, 
run by Sharon Pettle and her team, are 
going strong thanks to a general grant 
from the Van Neste Foundation in Bristol. 
They made a donation towards this vital 
work with young people, meaning we can 
continue to offer members’ children free 
places with just a nominal admin cost.

“..The 8-12yrs children’s 
session proved to be a 
real hit that has done 
our eldest a lot of 
good. Thanks for all 
the hard work...”

Children’s Workshops



DCN Events: National Conferences
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Autumn Conference, Leeds
In October 2011 we ran our autumn national 
conference in Leeds. Just under 80 adults and 
34 children came to hear a panel talking on the 
topic ‘Feeling Comfortable, Building Confidence’. 
This looked at how building confidence in parents 
was integral to building strong families. The 
panel considered the topic from the perspective 
of a counsellor, a parent and Preparation for DC 
Parenthood workshop facilitator. Sharon Pettle’s 
team ran a children’s workshop for 8-12yrs olds. 

Spring Conference and AGM, London
In March 2012 the annual conference and AGM was 
held in London with the main topic being ‘Nature, 
Nurture, what do we really know?’. Professor Marcus 
Pembrey from Progress Educational Trust gave a 
fascinating talk on genetics and epigenetics and 
Ted Baldwin (a DC Network member, father and 
workshop facilitator) gave a more personal view of 
how the nature/nurture debate works in his mixed 
family, which gave an interesting balance to the 
more scientific morning session. Around 230 adults 
attended the meeting with nearly 80 children in the 
crèche. We ran 3 children’s workshops over the day, 
with around 30 children attending in total.

Small Groups
We always organise small discussion groups at our 
conferences to allow people to have more focussed 
and intimate conversations and get to know one 
another better. And we always include some 
informal socialising time for people to share stories 
and make connections. 

“...I suddenly realised I was 
not alone as there were lots of 
other women in my position. 
It’s a great opportunity to chat 
and network and learn from 
others’ experiences. I would 
definitely recommend it and 
look forward to the next one!”

“I thought Prof Pembrey’s talk 
was absolutely fascinating and 
I loved it.“

“Meeting other families with 
similar experiences was more 
powerful than I expected.”



Donor Conception Network

Mixed blessings: Building a family 

with and without donor help

By Olivia Montuschi
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The overall message of Professor Pembrey’s 

presentation is I think summed up by his 

phrase, ‘DNA is not destiny’. Explained 

very simply, there seem to be three 
factors influencing our development and 

constitution. These are the copies of genes 

inherited from male and female progenitors, 

the environment in which a child is raised, 

including in the womb, and the parenting a 

child receives. Even our gene activity may be 

altered in some way by changes in parenting 

or the environment. When genes are 
switched on or off by environmental factors, 

these are known as epigenetic changes. 

(See box for fuller explanation). It is only 

with disorders transmitted in a Mendelian 

fashion, where a single DNA mutation 

alone causes conditions like Duchenne 

Muscular Dystrophy or Huntington’s disease, 

that genes do not seem to be subject to 

environmental influence. In these families 

DNA gets close to being destiny. 

Professor Pembrey was keen to point 

out that most of the current state of 

knowledge about the Nature/Nurture 

interplay is at its extremes. At the genetic 

end are disorders like the ones named 

above and at the other environmental 

extreme there is a good understanding 

of the carcinogenic effects of substances 

such as asbestos. He reckons about 95 

per cent of what is in between these two 

remains largely unknown. It was, however, 

fascinating to learn that environmental 

influences can turn some functions of 

a gene on or off temporarily (until that 

influence has passed) but that others are 

affected through epigenetic changes on 

a more permanent basis. It also appears 

that some people are genetically much 

more likely to respond to conditions 

and stimulants in their environment 

(including parenting), than others. So if 

changes occur, such as parents shifting 

their parenting style, genetically highly 

responsive children will change their 

behaviour very quickly. Professor Pembrey 

suggested that Super Nanny on TV 
instinctively picks families with highly 

responsive children to work with, hence 

the ‘miracle’ results in short periods of 

time. So genetically, some children/
people are ‘poised to respond’ whilst 

others are not. There are advantages and 

disadvantages to both positions.

Professor Marcus Pembrey is a distinguished geneticist who is the 

founding Chair of Progress Educational Trust. His talk, Nature/

Nurture, What Do We Really Know? at the national meeting on  

17th March is reported and commented on here by Olivia Montuschi, 

who also interviewed Professor Pembrey following the meeting.

In this Issue:
Pages 1 - 2Nature/Nurture, What Do We Really Know?

Pages 3 - 4Toby’s Special Story
Pages 5 - 6Family Snapshots

Page 6 - 7Let Me Tell You A Story
Pages 7 - 8Evaluating Egg-sharing
Page 8Olivia’s Blog: Feb 20th 2012
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What is epigenetics
The science of enduring, but ultimately 

reversible, changes in the pattern of gene 

activity, during embryo development and 

beyond, that do not involve alteration of 

the DNA sequence. These changes occur 

in response to conditions within the 

embryo and more generally. Enduring in 

this context means heritable from cell to 

daughter cells.

As the pace of life grows ever 
faster and we become busier 

and busier I am ever more grateful to all our contributors. 
This month especial thanks 

go to Jane Ellis who, at a point 
when we thought we might 

be a bit short of copy, turned 
out her excellent article in about 24 hours.  

The Next National Meeting will 
be in Bristol on 6th October. 

Nick Comer-Calder, Editor.

From the Editor

Email Enquiry Service:enquiries@dcnetwork.orgWebsite:www.dcnetwork.org

Help and Information Line:020 7278 2608

When Olivia asked me to speak today, she 

asked me to speak from experience. As a 

single parent, as a Psychotherapist and as 

a facilitator for the Telling and Talking and 

Planning for Parenthood Workshops.  

Other contributors have spoken of the 

statistics and the clinical experience  - I 

am going to try not to quote from text 

books, but to share with you a few cherry 

picked observations from the workshops 

and my own experiences which have 

helped me think about my own comfort 

and confidence. 
While we were standing round waiting 

to begin today somebody remarked how 

exposing it is to speak in front of others. 

My thought is that the whole process 

of donor conception is very exposing. 

From the moment you first step into a 

doctor’s surgery or clinic and begin to 

tell a stranger some of the most intimate 

details of your life, through a round 

of consultants, nurses, radiographers, 

family, friends, work colleagues, schools 

and teachers. Once started it does not 

stop, for at the point when you rarely 

need to tell any more, your child will 

begin in turn to speak - to teachers, 

friends, boyfriends , girlfriends, and 

eventually and hopefully to their own 

children. If we can regard this exposure 

as part of the journey, a constant 

dialogue with our own discomfort, 

hopes and fears it seems to me it can 

be used to gradually build the comfort 

and confidence we need to feel secure 

in our thoughts and decisions and pass 

this on to our children. Comfortable 

is a great word – to me a pair of old 

slippers or track-suit bottoms, a place 

which is familiar to slip into, moulded to 

my personal needs and hopes. A place 

that works for us, where our fears and 

anxieties are dealt with calmly and then 

put to one side. 
Many of you will be aware of the Our 

Story books for children published by 

the DC Network. Really though, this 

journey begins with your story. When 

participants first walk into the workshops 

it is always striking how, despite the 

commonality of purpose, each set of 

Our national meeting in Leeds was given the title ‘Feeling 

Comfortable, Building Confidence’ because over the years we have 

come to understand that these are the cornerstones of successful 

family life following donor conception. Our three speakers, two 

parents and a counsellor, each brought a different slant to this theme. 

We start with Tamsin’s thoughtful reflections on her experiences as a 

solo mum, facilitator of both our workshops and a psychotherapist.

In this Issue:
Pages 1 - 2Feeling Comfortable, 

Building Confidence
Pages 2 - 3Jane’s Parenting Talk:

Feeling Comfortable, 
Building Confidence 2

Pages 3 - 4 Evaluating the Preparation for 
DC Parenthood Workshops*

Mixed Blessings

Page 5Choosing donated gametes 
for treatment – the 

challenges of the decision 
making process

Pages 6 - 7Meeting the donor: A good thing?

Page 8The importance of listening*
From the Editor

*
Next Meeting
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A Busy Year
The DC network office has had a busy year. We started 
work in earnest on our new website backed by an 
integrated database. Getting all our membership 
data ready for the big transfer into the new online 
management system, as well as preparing the content 
for the site took up a large amount of time in the office. 

Olivia’s Blog
Olivia Montuschi (one of 
the DCN founder members) 
started her own blog on dc 
issues, OliviasView, which 
has proved an interesting 
regular read.

Publications 
We published a further booklet 
“Mixed Blessings” in the Telling and 
Talking series. This is for families 
where there are children conceived 
without a donor as well as those 
conceived with a donor. The 
number of ‘mixed’ families is on 
the increase within the Network.

What else have we done this year?
Our other publications continued to sell 
well and we had to reprint two of the 
Our Story books for children.

Attendance at Shows
In September 2011 we attended 
the Alternative Families show and in 
November we attended the Fertility Show, spending 
time talking to individuals and couples about donor 
conception as an option for building their families. 

Membership Exit Survey
To understand our membership better we introduced 
an exit survey which is sent to members who decide 
not to renew. This gives us an opportunity to find 
out a little about what they found beneficial about 
membership and their reasons for leaving.

The DCN Journal
We produced our regular 
Winter and Summer Journals 
for members, with a variety of 
articles and stories on donor 
conception issues.

A first solo mums conference attended by over 60 
women was held in May in London, organised by 
DCN Steering Group members Emily Engel and Anna 
Nelson, as well as others.

The HFEA set up its National Donation Strategy Group. 
We monitored with some concern the Department 

UK events, news, developments
of Health’s decision to merge in one body the 
responsibility for the voluntary register  
of pre 1991 donors and donor conceived  
individuals with responsibility for the promotion  
of donor recruitment.

Beyond the UK
Following contact from Polish infertility support group 
Nasz Bocian we made a short film for their website; 
they also translated our Telling and Talking booklet 
into Polish (adding to the existing translations into 
Japanese, French and Italian).

Olivia Montuschi gave a presentation to the 
international conference of the European Society for 

Human Reproduction and Embryology held  
in Stockholm.

We were visited by two young American donor 
conceived women: JoEllen Marsh who featured in the 
film Donor Unknown, and Alana Stewart founder of 
the Anonymous Us website project.
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This year saw the need to put the Network onto 
a sounder financial footing as the grant funding 
from the Department of Health came to an end. We 
took the difficult decision to increase the level of 
members’ annual subscription and we reviewed the 
pricing of our publications. 

Over £1,000 was donated by friends and family of a 
DCN couple who did a 10k run to raise money for us.

Funding

Unrestricted Funds

Financial Summary 2011/12

We received a grant from the Van Neste Foundation 
to support the provision of children’s workshops at 
our National Conferences.

As previously mentioned, we also received a grant 
from the Nuffield Foundation to expand our 
resources for donor conception families.

Total Income £64k Total Expenditure £56k

This financial information is an extract from the unrestricted accounts of the Donor Conception 
Network for the period 1st August 2011 to 31st July 2012. There was a surplus of £8k of income over 
expenditure. The Network held unrestricted funds of £22.9k at the year end.
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London
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www.dcnetwork.org
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Governance

Trustees
Walter Merricks (Chair)
Jane Ellis
Nick Comer-Calder
Sue Carey (stood down November 2011)
David Wolffe (from November 2011)

Steering Group
Emily Engel
Marion Scott
Anna Nelson
Julia Hodgkins
Louise Clarke
Rachel Pepa

Donations

The Donor Conception Network relies on donations and grants to 
continue its valuable work. You can donate by sending a cheque 
to the address above, or using the donate button on our website. 

For other ways to help please get in touch.
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